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Refletor Paintings / Gooden Gallery, London, UK / Sept-Nov 2006

The work, chameleon-like in character, adapts and changes to both the 
environment and how we move as we view it. It soaks up and sucks in. 
In dim or gloomy conditions, an inky placid atmosphere is cast and the 
work quietly gains independence because we are so less aware of our own 
reflection. However, under the bright lights of the gallery, the viewer re- 
establishes control and the work does our bidding as we move around to 
change the reflections and affect our own experience. In places, at times, 

areas are flat and impenetrable, but the same areas viewed from a different 
perspective can be full of depth and scattered reflection. The work has been 
conceived using technology; machine stamped vinyl stickers and 
industrially polished aluminium. Nevertheless, there are intimations to 
painting that should not be overlooked. An expedient modern equivalent of 
the colourfield experience overlaps with the loquacious diffusion of late 
nineteenth century figurative painting. 

‘Eidos’ exhibition text by Della Gooden, Gooden Gallery, London UK, 2006.  

Reflector Paintings



‘Modified (Green)’ 2006 (top left) / ’Transfusion (Red)’ 2006 (bottom left) / Vinyl on mirror-polished aluminium / 3m x 2m / 2m x 2m



'TimeScale' continues Ian Johnson's enquiry into the conceptual and 
physical implications of man's impact on the urban and natural landscape 
and ways that this can be configured intuitively. It consists of inter-
related sculptures, drawings and assemblages that interlace attributes of 
the elemental with various concepts of organisation and categorisation 
common to man's need to understand his own history and development. 
Cultural anthropologists studying cultural diversity, collect data on the 
impact of global economic and political processes on local cultural 
realities. The empirical purity of knowledge gained when the standard 
model for measurement can only really come from within the single 
cultural reality of the observer, reveals the complexity and questionable 
objectivity of any conclusions drawn. Johnson works not from the 
assumption that sense can ever be made from his own enquiry but rather 
that sense can be 'felt'. 
Placed around the walls, the three small sculptures - 'Untitled #1 (Ash)' / 
'Untitled #2 (Steel)' and 'Untitled #3 (Oil)' could be interpreted as 
offerings, altar-like objects which have an imperative of origin and 
meaning beyond immediate grasp, but which provide acute points of 
concentration formally and conceptually around the room. 
In contrast to these objects, which celebrate unavailability, detachment 
and mystery, the large branch-like forms that dominate the gallery 
provide a tangible subjective experience. The semi-chaotic over-lay of 
forms, stacked, strewn and positioned on the floor and partially climbing 
the walls, creates a sense of location, an apocalyptic landscape. 
Titled 'Crosswire (Antenna)' they are a caricature of nature, over-
simplistic and clearly man-made; a visual confessional. 

Text by Della Gooden

TimeScale

‘TimeScale’ / Gooden Gallery, London, UK / April-May 2010



‘TimeScale’ installation views / Mixed media; wood; steel / Dimensions variable 



The Level Paintings use both colour and monochrome acrylic enamel paint 
on plywood panels. The visual language of Johnson's work brings to mind 
imagery associated with records, charts and graphs. Timelines are 
suggested by the number of metal bars inserted into each panel for example 
52 (weeks), 28-31 (days), 24 (hours). His work refers to measuring tools 
and devices but where a wall chart might usually exist to measure change, 
growth or the passing of time, Johnson's timelines appear to be an abstract 
record of an unknown strata.  

The elongated vertical panels of striped colours perhaps depict a cross-
section of an imaginary terrain. Using the language of minimalism and its 
associated economy of form and material, Level Paintings have been 
created from 'off-cut' plywood panels, used primarily as supports for 
cutting timber lengths into sections. The panels Johnson has used have 
acquired a 'ready-made' surface, scored by multiple saw cuts through the 
supported timber. The panels are then cut to varying lengths and industrial 
spray paint applied, creating a slick and sumptuous colour field within each 
component.                                                                                                                  
Extract of text by George Mogg (curator/Brunel University, UK)                                                        

Mapping the Territory
‘Mapping the Territory’ / Skot Foreman Gallery, SMA, MX / Nov-Dec 2013



‘Mapping the Territory’ installation views / Skot Foreman Gallery, SMA, Mexico / Nov-Dec 2013 



‘The Frequency Variations’ / Interseccion Arte Contemporaneo, SMA, Mexico / 2017 

For this exhibition, celebrating the additional new spaces of the 
Interseccion Gallery in the Aurora Art & Design Centre, British born 
artist Ian Johnson creates a very special selection of work which is pure 
pictorial lyricism; geometric shapes both simple and complex where 
light and colour are juxtaposed. The artist presents us with a carefully 
selected group of works; true pictorial poetry. As we enter Johnson's 
allotted exhibition space we see a celebratory atmosphere of winter like 
glittering panels on the far wall; an exciting mirror image of dancing 
atoms, with brilliantly used black, grey and white oval shapes 
juxtaposed with silvery white streams cascading down from the 
mirrored steel surface. On the floor in the centre of the room is an 
installation, a multi-formed sculpture of octagonal cement grey shapes 
with black agave-like forms sprouting from the surface. On a side wall a 
series of brilliantly executed columns in black, grey, white spoke shapes 
applied as relief strips, each taking a different geometric form, each a 
different colour or shade of the blacks and grey. 
Entering an adjacent room is like a burst of Spring. The first thing one 
sees are the bare branches placed across a plinth. Raising ones gaze to 
the walls - unlike the first room - we are greeted with a burst of colour. 
We seemed to have changed seasons. On one wall is a twelve panel 
multi-coloured calendar. Each panel represents a month consisting of 
perfect lines criss-crossed by spoke-like motifs of brilliantly coloured 
panel strips, each with the number of spokes representing the days of 
each month. On the facing wall a six panel work of mixed media on steel 
brings us into Spring with a burst of dancing atoms in different shades 
of green, running riot across a silvery surface; one can almost smell the 
grass. A few smaller works placed discreetly around the exhibition space 
rounds out a perfectly executed exhibition by the artist. 

Text by Margaret Failoni, Curator    

The Frequency Variations



‘Frequency Variations’ - installation views / Interseccion Arte Contemporaneo, SMA, Mexico / 2017 



British artist, based in San Miguel, Ian Johnson is the 
personification of cool, sophisticated, minimalist art in 
today’s art scene with the added development of making 
minimalism seem sexy. The exquisitely rendered lineal 
volumes created by the talented Englishman are perfect, 
incredibly precise and yet, never cold.                                            
The different shades of greys in this work are rendered 
warm by the juxtaposition of thin lines of yellow or blue 
which set off from the grey, black and whites, somehow 
and magically, rendering warmth and light into the 
image. The main work in this exhibition is a repeat of his 
extraordinary calendar series but rendered in a totally 
different display of shards, triangles, colours and ‘slits’ 
making for a truly exciting composition.                                                                           
Smaller wall pieces as well as a group of unusual and 
interesting sculptures round out his presentation. 
Cement-like constructions rising above and below their 
support stand, offer a glimpse into a world that is both 
transforming and replicating nature into a more 
industrial, urban landscape.     

 Constructed Nature exhibition text.     

 

Constructed Nature

‘Constructed Nature’ / Interseccion Arte Contemporaneo, SMA, Mexico / 2019 



‘The Weight of Gravity’ / Interseccion Arte Contemporaneo, SMA, Mexico / 2019 



The rare and charming combination of romantic minimalism can 
best describe these most recent works by British artist Ian 
Johnson, specifically created for his new exhibition in the 
Intersección Gallery in San Miguel de Allende.  
True to nature, his long standing muse, Johnson creates work 
which either illustrates or includes in the material used the 
nature surrounding him. Walking into the exhibition space, the 
viewer is confronted with an exquisite installation consisting of a 
low, double tiered wrought iron ribbon table forming a large 
Moebus ring-like visual movement. Resting on glass panels are 
root-like branches which have been dipped in clay giving them a 
strange life-like quality. Hanging from above over the centre of 
the table is a group of large leaves which have also been dipped in 
clay, giving them a immortalized-in-time appearance. On either 
side of this installation hang two works on paper with mud, clay 
branches, anything and everything, the debris found at the end of 
the day which almost helps form abstract bas reliefs. Small, 
exquisite sculptures made from branches also treated with clay 
are placed around the room. 
Breaking with this theme but always dealing with nature, are two 
wall installations in blues and greens somewhat similar to past 
works, but these are smaller and using a similar but different 
technique and color palate. Carefully blended spoke like mini 
panels are separated by hair-thin silver strips. One group gives us 
Spring like greens and the other the magnificent blue blue-green 
blues of the ocean. Everything about this exhibition space is 
quiet, still, nature at its most romantic, a minimal snap shot, still, 
we can almost smell the countryside. 

Text by Margaret Failoni, Curator

The Weight of Gravity

‘The Weight of Gravity’ / Interseccion Arte Contemporaneo, SMA, Mexico / 2020 



‘The Weight of Gravity’ - installation views / Interseccion Arte Contemporaneo, SMA, Mexico / 2020 



‘Crosswire (Stack iii)’ / Storm (group show - RVCC) / Whitechapel Gallery, London, UK / Sept 2009

IAN JOHNSON (b. 1969, UK) studied at Jacob Kramer College of Art, 
Leeds and Goldsmiths College, London, where he graduated with a BA 
(hons) Fine Art degree in 1991. During this period he was awarded 
an  Erasmus Travel Scholarship  to study at L'Ecole de Beaux Arts, 
Montpellier, France, as well as receive a Young Artist Work Scholarship for 
the Museo de Arte Contemporanea, Castello di Rivoli, Torino, Italy.  

In addition to numerous awards and grants, Ian was a recipient of 
the Florence Trust International Artist Studio Residency in 2006. 
He has exhibited in the UK and internationally, in both public and private 
galleries and his work is held in many private collections worldwide. Having 
traveled widely throughout the last 15 years, Ian now lives and works in 
Mexico. His work is currently on show with  Interseccion Arte 
Contemporaneo, Mexico. 

Biography



2020               The Weight of Gravity (solo show) 
                          Interseccion Arte Contemporaneo, SMA, MX 

2019                Constructed Nature (solo show) 
                         Interseccion Arte Contemporaneo, SMA, MX 

                         300 Years of European Landscapes  
                         (group show) Casa de Europa, SMA, MX 

2018                Micro Cosmo (group show) 
                         Interseccion Arte Contemporaneo, SMA, MX 

2017                The Frequency Variations (solo show) 
                         Interseccion Arte Contemporaneo, SMA, MX 

2016                Cross Sections (solo installation) 
                         Interseccion Arte Contemporaneo, MX 

                     Refractor Paintings (solo installation) 
                         Skot Foreman Gallery, SMA, MX 

2015                4 Elements (solo installation) 
                         Skot Foreman Gallery, SMA, MX 

                         New works (group show) 
                         Interseccion Arte Contemporaneo, MX 

2014                Kind of Blue  (group show) 
                         Skot Foreman Gallery, SMA, MX 

2013                Mapping the Territory  (solo show) 
                         Skot Foreman Gallery, SMA, MX 

2011                 Collidescope  (solo show) 
                         Four Arts, London, UK 

                         Colour  (group show) 
                         Beldam Gallery, Brunel University, UK 

2010                Split Screen  (group show) 
                         Galerie Jones, Cologne, DE 

                         TimeScale  (solo show) 
                         Gooden Gallery, London, UK 

                         Print Now  (group show) 
                         Bearspace / London Art Fair, UK 

2009               Storm  (group show - RVCC)                                 
                         Whitechapel Gallery, London, UK 

2006               Eidos  (two-person show) 
                         VineSpace, Vyner Street, London, UK 

                         Liminal Phase  (group show) 
                         Highbury Studios, London, UK 

                         FT'06  (group show) 
                         Florence Trust Studios, London, UK 
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For further information, images and full exhibition details please visit: www.ianjohnson.co.uk

http://www.ianjohnson.co.uk
http://www.ianjohnson.co.uk
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